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1 1

2 Introduction
3 This section describes the purpose of The Standard for Project Management, identifies the
4 audience, and provides a brief overview of the structure of the standard.

5 1.1 Purpose of The Standard for Project Management

6 The Standard for Project Management – Seventh Edition provides a common basis for and
7 understanding of project delivery. This standard applies to any project or delivery
8 approach—such as predictive, agile, and hybrid—across industries.
9
10 The standard describes the Value Delivery System, of which projects are a fundamental
11 component. The standard identifies principles that guide the practice of project
12 management practitioners, project team members, and other stakeholders who work on or who
13 are engaged with projects. The principles support achievement of the intended outcomes
14 that ultimately deliver value to organizations and stakeholders.
15
16 The project delivery principles in this standard represent a departure from what has
17 historically been a process-oriented approach to a principles-oriented approach that
18 supports any type of project delivery. The principles articulated in this standard provide
19 guidance for practitioner behaviors and actions for any projects and project-related
20 activities. These principles support project teams to enable realization of the intended
21 value from projects to the organization and stakeholders.
22
23 In the context of The Standard for Project Management, project management encompasses the
24 application of knowledge, skills, tools, and techniques to project activities to meet
25 project requirements. While this tactical focus ensures the project delivers its intended
26 results, this standard expands the term to address the continuing pace of change in global
27 business. The expanded term project delivery complements the term project management. It
28 embraces the broadening continuum of ways in which project results can be achieved by
29 bringing a sharper focus on project outcomes rather than just project deliverables. This
30 standard speaks to both project management and project delivery.

31 1.2 Audience for the Standard

32 This standard provides a foundational reference for anyone participating in a project
33 environment. This includes, but is not limited to:
34
35    •  People who are accountable for delivering project outcomes;
36    •  People who work on projects full or part time;
37    •  People who work in project management offices (PMOs);
38    •  People involved in project sponsorship, product ownership, product management,
39 executive leadership, or project governance;
40    •  People involved with portfolio or program management;
41    •  People who provide resources for project work;
42    •  Consultants who focus on value delivery for portfolios, programs, and projects;
43    •  Educators who teach project management;
44    •  Students of project management; and
45    •  Others involved in any aspect of the project delivery value chain.
46

47 1.3 Structure of the Document

48 The standard consists of the following sections:
49
50    •  Section 1—Introduction. Provides an overview and purpose of this standard.
51    •  Section 2—Value Delivery System. Presents key definitions associated with value
52 delivery and defines the Value Delivery System and the continuing evolution of project
53
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delivery.
54    •  Section 3—Project Delivery Principles. Defines and elaborates the 12 principles
55 associated with successful project delivery.

56 1.3.1 The Value Delivery System

57 The Value Delivery System is the holistic system through which projects deliver business
58 value. This section presents the concept of projects as a means of creating desired
59 outcomes, including key concepts associated with the context in which projects exist and
60 the way in which projects enable outcomes to realize value. It includes a discussion of
61 value delivery, typical roles and skills, and relationships with customers, end users, and
62 other stakeholders of a project.

63 1.3.2 Project Delivery Principles

64 The concept of project delivery sets forth a view of project teams that actively engage
65 with projects using a set of accepted principles that traverse industry and culture. The
66 project delivery principles were derived from publicly held discussions and consensus
67 within the profession to ensure that they reflect diverse perspectives, experiences, and
68 approaches. Research across the profession helped identify underlying principles that were
69 not explicitly stated.
70
71 The project delivery principles enable an evolution in the profession from a
72 process-driven to an outcomes-focused approach that embraces innovation and flexibility
73 within a set of commonly held tenets of practice.
74
75

76 2

77 Value Delivery System

78 2.1 Overview

79 Organizational leaders and teams undertake projects to realize value for organizations and
80 their stakeholders. Successful projects deliver that intended value. They create unique
81 deliverables—products, services, or results—that enable organizational capabilities. The
82 capabilities drive outcomes that deliver benefits. Value is the net tangible or intangible
83 result of realized benefits less the cost of achieving those benefits. For some
84 organizations, value may represent financial gain. In other organizations, value may
85 represent societal improvements or public good, such as increased literacy or lower
86 fatality rates.
87
88 Projects are part of an organization’s initiatives (see Figure 2-1). Projects can stand
89 alone or be part of a program or portfolio of work. Section 2.3 describes aspects of
90 projects in greater detail. Essential to project success and driving value delivery are
91 effective organizational governance and approaches to the human aspect of projects. Both
92 are discussed in this section of the standard.
93
94 Projects are commissioned to advance the mission, strategy, and business objectives of an
95 organization. Indicators that the organization is advancing toward or realizing its
96 strategic and business objectives flow from initiatives and include the following:
97
98    •  Strategy. The overarching objectives that determine an organization’s direction.
99    •  Objectives. The breakdown of strategy into desired outcomes.
100    •  Initiatives. The portfolios, programs, and projects created to deliver a strategic
101 objective.
102    •  Deliverables. Products, services, or results generated by a portfolio, program, or
103 project.
104    •  Capability. The ability to add value or achieve objectives through a function,
105 process, service, or other proficiency.
106    •  Outcomes. The results obtained through the use of portfolio, program, and project
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107 outputs. The results may be tangible or intangible.
108    •  Benefits. Gains realized by the organization and beneficiaries through portfolio,
109 program, or project outputs and resulting outcomes.
110    •  Value. The net result of realized benefits less the cost of, or effort for,
111 achieving those benefits. The value may be tangible or intangible.
112

113

114
115 Figure 2-1. Connecting Organization Strategy to Benefits Realization Management
116
117 The following practical example illustrates these connections:
118
119 An organization’s leaders consider innovation to be one of its strategic goals. One
120 strategic objective may be to release an improved product for its customers. Therefore,
121 the leaders initiate a product improvement project based on customer feedback. The
122 deliverable of this project is an enhanced offering with added functionality. The desired
123 outcomes from the enhanced offering are increased user loyalty, along with a gain of a
124 specified percentage of market share from competitors. The outcomes drive benefits in the
125 form of revenue growth and increased customer satisfaction. The business value is the
126 profit level associated with the improved offering.
127
128 All projects attempt to deliver a result, though some may fail to do so or may produce
129 suboptimal outcomes. The potential for suboptimal outcomes exists in every project. In the
130 case of a fully experimental project, the organization is attempting to achieve a
131 breakthrough, such as the creation of a completely new technology, for example. This
132 requires deliberate investment in an uncertain outcome. Some projects may be very similar
133 to current organizational work, but the knowledge, technology, or skill within the
134 organization to produce the desired outcome is missing something critical. For example,
135 companies that produce new medicines or compounds may experience several failures before
136 finding a successful formula. Some projects may fail to drive outcomes because the market
137 opportunity has passed or competitors were first to market with their offering, among
138 other reasons. Effective project delivery can minimize negative outcomes, but such
139 possibilities are part of the uncertainty of attempting to produce a unique result.
140
141 The evolution of business and the interplay of various environmental forces drive the
142 practice of project management toward a value-based system. The value-based system is a
143 framework for optimizing outcomes by balancing elements such as cost, quality, risk,
144 stakeholder interests, and resources. Speed of technological change, the need to adapt to
145 dynamic change, use of flexibility in approaches to work, limited resources, and an
146 increased focus on customer or end-user satisfaction are just some of the challenges with
147 which project professionals grapple in their daily work.
148
149 In response to these dynamics, the Value Delivery System represents a collection of
150 strategic business activities aimed at building, sustaining, and/or advancing an
151 organization. The Value Delivery System emphasizes a broad application of concepts,
152 practices, and techniques for producing value in an increasingly complex business context.
153 At the project level, every project has a measurable value connection to some aspect of
154 organizational strategy, mission, or business need, as well as to desired outcomes.
155 Examples include, but are not limited to:
156
157    •  Creating a new product, service, or result that satisfies the needs of customers
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158 or end users;
159    •  Improving efficiency, productivity, effectiveness, or responsiveness;
160    •  Sustaining benefits enabled by previous projects, programs, or business operations;
161    •  Enabling the changes needed to facilitate organizational transition to its desired
162 future state; and
163    •  Creating positive social or environmental contributions.
164
165 In the context of this standard and its view of value delivery, projects are part of a
166 Value Delivery System, which is a collection of strategic business activities aimed at
167 building, sustaining, and/or advancing an organization. The Value Delivery System (see
168 Figure 2-2) represents a bidirectional flow of information:
169
170    •  Strategy, direction, and alignment emerging from organizational leadership; and
171    •  Feedback, learning, and change arising from portfolio, program, project, and
172 business leaders and teams.
173

174

175
176 Figure 2-2. The Value Delivery System
177
178 For this system to function effectively, information and feedback should be shared
179 constantly between all elements of the system. In Figure 2-2, these connections are
180 reflected in the three feedback loops:
181
182    •  Portfolio review and adjustment. Involves ongoing evaluation of each program’s and
183 project’s alignment with strategy as well as their probability of business success;
184    •  Business impact analysis. Incorporates the collection of result data from programs
185 and projects, which is fed back into the portfolio; and
186    •  Value performance analysis. Provides business value realization data from the
187 business to evaluate how well the strategy of the organization is advancing.
188
189 This ongoing exchange of information keeps the system elements aligned and interconnected
190 as internal and external factors prompt changes and adaptations.
191
192 At its highest level, the Value Delivery System is driven by a defined strategy, mission,
193 or objective (see Figure 2-2). Organizational strategies and objectives evolve in
194 increasingly adaptable ways to accommodate responses to even the most rapid changes in the
195 external environment as well as internal course corrections.
196
197 To realize value, organizations can use a multilayered governance structure consisting of
198 portfolios, programs, projects, and business operations or can implement simpler
199 governance structures. Organizational leaders tailor governance to the organization
200 context and needs.
201
202 At the portfolio level, leaders make investment decisions to translate strategy into value
203 for the organization and its stakeholders. A portfolio is a collection of projects,
204 programs, subsidiary portfolios, and operations managed as a group to achieve strategic
205 objectives (see The Standard for Portfolio Management – Fourth Edition). Investment
206 decisions can lead to the establishment of programs or projects.
207
208 Programs include related projects, subsidiary programs, and program activities that are
209 managed in a coordinated manner to obtain benefits not available from managing them
210 individually (see The Standard for Program Management – Fourth Edition). Programs
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211 incorporate and translate strategy into integrated work activities focused on benefits
212 realization while also delivering within such constraints as budget limitations,
213 stakeholder expectations, access to people with required skills, and availability of
214 resources.
215
216 Projects can be authorized within portfolios or programs or can represent stand-alone
217 initiatives in pursuit of organizational strategy and objectives. Projects can operate
218 within similar constraints as programs. Projects may release all their deliverables during
219 completion or may deliver incremental results throughout their duration.
220
221 Operational leaders support the enhancement and sustainment of project outcomes to
222 optimize benefits and value.
223
224 Understanding the connections between strategy, portfolios, programs, projects, and
225 operations places projects in their rightful context within the Value Delivery System.
226 Figure 2-3 shows two portfolios comprised of programs and projects. It also shows a
227 stand-alone program with projects and stand-alone projects. The portfolios, programs, and
228 projects along with the operations comprise the Value Delivery System. The Value Delivery
229 System operates within the constraints and context of both the internal environment and
230 the external environment.
231

232

233
234 Figure 2-3. Components of the Value Delivery System.

235 2.2 Organizational Governance Systems

236 The governance system works within the Value Delivery System to enable smooth workflows,
237 manage issues, and support decision making appropriately. Governance systems provide a
238 framework, functions, and processes that guide value delivery activities. A governance
239 framework may include elements of oversight, value delivery assessment, integration among
240 value delivery components, and decision-making capabilities.
241
242 Governance systems provide an integrated structure for evaluating changes, issues, and
243 risks associated with the environment and any component in the Value Delivery System,
244 including portfolio objectives, program benefits, and deliverables produced by projects.
245
246 Projects may operate within a program or within a project management office, either of
247 which may govern certain elements of the project. Therefore, project governance is aligned
248 with program and/or organizational governance. Project governance includes defining the
249 authority to approve changes and make other business decisions related to the project.

250 2.3 About Projects

251 A project is a temporary endeavor undertaken to create a unique product, service, or
252 result. The project deliverables support achievement of benefits that may not be fully
253 realized by the completion of the project itself. Those benefits are intended to drive
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254 value to the organization. Therefore, project teams work with business operations or
255 program leadership to ensure that the project result will deliver the desired outcomes
256 that lead to benefits realization and value.
257
258 The temporary nature of projects indicates a beginning and an end to the project work. A
259 project ends in one of two ways:
260
261    •  The project objectives have been met.
262    •  The project is terminated because its objectives will not or cannot be met, the
263 cost to deliver exceeds the expected value, or there is no longer a need for the project.
264
265 Project management is the application of knowledge, skills, tools, and techniques to
266 project activities to meet project requirements. Through the use of guiding principles,
267 project management enables a team of people to communicate effectively, commit to
268 coordinated actions, and produce results. While the fundamental attributes of project
269 management continue to apply in the Value Delivery System, the approach has shifted in
270 professional practice. Emphasis has moved from a model in which processes are the main
271 guide for structuring the management of projects, to one that uses an adaptable and
272 proactive mindset, tailored approaches, and collaborative leadership styles to achieve
273 optimal results, quality, and value. There is also greater recognition that projects are
274 delivered through the efforts of motivated team members and engaged stakeholders.
275
276 Project teams can produce deliverables using a broad range of approaches. In some
277 projects, the requirements for the intended result and the steps associated with producing
278 that result may be very clear. Other projects may require ongoing exploration and
279 discovery, through which requirements and work activities are progressively elaborated.
280 Given this variety, the term management, as in the application of control, may be
281 incompatible with the environment, culture, objectives, and outcomes of some types of
282 projects. Therefore, and to include all types of project environments, this standard uses
283 the term project delivery to reflect this broader perspective and maintain a focus on
284 outcomes as well as deliverables.
285
286 Project delivery supports the Value Delivery System by acknowledging and accommodating the
287 broadening continuum of ways in which project results can be achieved. Project delivery,
288 just like the Value Delivery System, is an adaptable capability for addressing the
289 continuing pace of change in global business. It enables people with the skills and
290 knowledge to select tools, practices, and methods to create a tailored approach for
291 delivering results and achieving outcomes.

292 2.4 People in the Project

293 People drive project delivery. Supportive leadership models and meaningful, continuous
294 engagements between project teams and organizational stakeholders underpin successful
295 business outcomes. The people element of projects enables organizations to experience
296 success with the inherent changes wrought by projects. Members of a project team and other
297 stakeholders identify, evaluate, and respond to project conditions to increase the
298 probability of success.
299
300 Coordinating collective work effort is essential to the success of any project. There are
301 different types of coordination, each suitable for a specific context. Some projects
302 benefit from decentralized coordination in which team members self-organize and
303 self-manage. Other projects benefit from centralized coordination with the leadership and
304 guidance of a designated project manager or similar role.
305
306 Regardless of how projects are coordinated, project delivery recognizes the human dynamic
307 of projects. It emphasizes the project team as a whole, since the collective effort
308 produces the project deliverables and directly supports the Value Delivery System. In this
309 context, project teams or groups of contributors may include all or some combination of
310 the following roles and responsibilities:
311
312    •  Project lead. Guides the team in carrying out work assignments effectively and
313 efficiently.
314    •  Facilitator/coach. Maintains a culture of teamwork, learning, and mutual respect.
315    •  Team member. Completes assigned work in collaboration with other contributors.
316    •  Business representative/product owner. Maintains an ongoing relationship between
317 the project and business objectives.
318    •  Domain subject matter expert/support team member. Provides required expertise or
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319 support for short intervals throughout the project.
320    •  Customer/end user. Provides input and insights to the team so the result meets
321 customer or end-user expectations.
322    •  Sponsor. Provides senior management support and ensures availability of funding
323 and other resources.
324    •  Governance board. Provides guidance and decision-making support for escalated issues.
325
326 Each of these roles—and other stakeholders—provide input and opinions on how they may be
327 affected by a decision, activity, or outcome of a project.

328 2.4.1 Project Lead

329 The project lead, who may be called the project manager, scrum master, or one of a number
330 of other titles, helps the team to achieve project objectives, typically by orchestrating
331 the work of the project. The specifics of this role and how the functions are carried out
332 within the project team can vary among organizations, but typically include playing a
333 leadership role to help the team achieve project objectives. This role is clearly visible
334 throughout any project. In some organizations, a project lead may be involved in
335 evaluation and analysis activities as part of the project proposal. These activities may
336 include consulting with executive and business unit leaders on ideas for advancing
337 objectives, improving organizational performance, or meeting customer needs. In other
338 organizational settings, the project lead may also be called upon to manage or assist in
339 business analysis, tendering and contract negotiations, business case development, and
340 aspects of portfolio management for a project. A project lead may also be involved in
341 follow-on activities related to realizing and sustaining benefits from the project after
342 the project finalizes its deliverables but before formal closure of the project.
343 Ultimately, the role and title of a project lead is tailored to fit the organization, just
344 as project approaches are tailored to fit the project.

345 2.4.2 Facilitator/Coach

346 The role of a facilitator, coach, or project manager can overlap. Facilitators encourage
347 team member participation, collaboration, and a shared sense of responsibility for the
348 team’s work output. Facilitators help the team create acceptable solutions, resolve
349 conflicts, and make decisions. Facilitators coordinate meetings and contribute in an
350 unbiased way to the advancement of project objectives.
351
352 Coaches assist people through change and help address barriers that may prevent success.
353 Coaches observe individual and team performance and provide teams and their members with
354 feedback to help them learn, adapt, and improve in real time.

355 2.4.3 Team Member

356 Team members provide the skills necessary to produce a result, such as a working product.
357 Team members may join as dedicated or temporary members, depending on the needs and
358 resources of the organization. Some projects need highly specialized team members, while
359 other projects can benefit from teams whose members have broad skill sets.
360 Cross-functional team members representing different parts of the organization can provide
361 a mix of internal perspectives, establish alliances with key business units, and act as
362 change agents within their functional areas. Team members may also play key support roles
363 as the project deliverables are implemented or transitioned into operations.

364 2.4.4 Business Representative/Product Owner

365 A product owner or business representative guides the direction of the product or project
366 result and prioritizes the requirements or backlog based on business value, dependencies,
367 and technical or operational risk. These roles work with project teams frequently, by
368 providing feedback and setting direction for the next increment or element to be developed
369 or delivered. These roles also work with other stakeholders, customers, and their teams to
370 define the product direction.
371
372 In agile and hybrid environments, project teams can establish a time box for
373 demonstration, feedback, learning, and adaptability with a cadence that is practical for
374 the stakeholders who are impacted. In predictive environments, teams use designated
375 checkpoints for presentation of and feedback on project progress with the business
376 representative and other key stakeholders. In some instances, the business representative
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377 or product owner may fulfill sponsor duties as well. The business representative function
378 may be conducted through proxy. For example, in some government and construction projects,
379 a contract with an agency or consultancy may represent the owner or customer.

380 2.4.5 Customer/End User

381 The customer and end user are not always synonymous. For the purpose of this standard, the
382 customer is defined as the individual who has requested or is funding the work and may
383 also fill the role of business representative discussed earlier. The end user is the
384 person or group who will make direct use of the project deliverable.
385
386 Project teams establish mechanisms for gaining perspectives from both customers and end
387 users. Project teams need to obtain clear direction from customers and end users regarding
388 project requirements, outcomes, and expectations. For agile and innovative project teams,
389 this need for ongoing feedback is greater because the teams are exploring and developing
390 product elements within specific increments. In some project environments, the customer or
391 end user engages with the team for review and feedback periodically. In some projects, a
392 representative of the customer or client participates on the project team. Regardless of
393 the delivery approach, customer and end-user interaction are determined by the nature of
394 the guidance required.

395 2.4.6 Domain Subject Matter Expert/Support Team Member

396 Some projects require specific expertise or support at various points of the project work.
397 These individuals contribute to the team’s work and learning. However, their participation
398 is generally limited to the specific timeframe in which their expertise or support is
399 required.

400 2.4.7 Sponsor

401 Sponsors act as bridges between the organization’s strategic or business objectives, the
402 project team, and the project outcomes. Project sponsors communicate the organization’s
403 vision, goals, and expectations to the team. They are advocates for the project and the
404 team by helping to secure the decisions, resources, and authority that allow project
405 activities to progress. In some cases, the sponsor also fulfills the role of business
406 representative or product owner.
407
408 Sponsors also serve as an intermediary between senior management and the project team.
409 They play a supporting role in keeping projects aligned to business objectives, removing
410 obstacles, and addressing issues outside the bounds of the project team’s decision
411 authority. Sponsors can also facilitate innovation by identifying opportunities that arise
412 within the project and communicating these to senior management. Lastly, sponsors often
413 monitor project outcomes after project closure to ensure the intended business benefits
414 are realized.

415 2.4.8 Governance Body

416 Some organizations use governance bodies to maintain linkages between project teams and
417 strategic or business objectives that may change over the course of the project. The
418 governance body is a review and decision-making group usually comprised of senior
419 executives and/or business unit leaders. The governance body is responsible for approving
420 and supporting recommendations made by the project team and for monitoring project
421 progress in achieving the desired outcomes. In some organizations, a project management
422 office (PMO) serves as the governance body for projects under its auspices.

423 2.4.9 Stakeholders

424 Stakeholders include individuals, groups, or organizations that may affect, be affected
425 by, or perceive themselves to be affected by a decision, activity, or outcome of a
426 project. This definition includes all project roles discussed here, as well as a much
427 broader range of individuals. Ultimately, stakeholders determine whether project results
428 and outcomes meet their needs and produce value. Project teams collaborate with
429 stakeholders throughout the project to enable project deliverables that produce the
430 desired outcomes. An outcome-focused approach improves the team’s ability to deliver a
431 solution that supports achievement of the intended outcomes and creates value for
432 stakeholders.
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433 2.5 Projects and the Environments in Which They Operate

434 Projects exist and operate in environments that may have an influence on them. These
435 influences can have a favorable or unfavorable impact on the project. Two major categories
436 of influences are enterprise environmental factors (EEFs) and organizational process
437 assets (OPAs). EEFs originate from the environment outside of the project and, often,
438 outside of the enterprise. EEFs may have an impact at the organizational, portfolio,
439 program, or project level. OPAs are internal to the organization. These may arise from the
440 organization itself, a portfolio, a program, another project, or a combination of these.

441 2.5.1 Enterprise Environmental Factors

442 Enterprise environmental factors (EEFs) refer to conditions that are out of the control of
443 the project team and that influence, constrain, or direct the project. These conditions
444 can be internal and/or external to the organization. EEFs may enhance or constrain project
445 management options. In addition, these factors may have a positive or negative influence
446 on the outcome.
447
448 The following EEFs are internal to the organization:
449
450    •  Organizational culture, structure, and governance. Examples include vision,
451 mission, values, beliefs, cultural norms, leadership style, hierarchy and authority
452 relationships, organizational style, ethics, and code of conduct.
453    •  Geographic distribution of facilities and resources. Examples include factory
454 locations, virtual teams, shared systems, and cloud computing.
455    •  Infrastructure. Examples include existing facilities, equipment, organizational
456 telecommunications channels, information technology hardware, availability, and capacity.
457    •  Information technology software. Examples include scheduling software tools,
458 configuration management systems, web interfaces to other online automated systems, and
459 work authorization systems.
460    •  Resource availability. Examples include contracting and purchasing constraints,
461 approved providers and subcontractors, and collaboration agreements.
462    •  Employee capability. Examples include existing human resources expertise, skills,
463 competencies, and specialized knowledge.
464
465 The following EEFs are external to the organization:
466
467    •  Marketplace conditions. Examples include competitors, market share, brand
468 recognition, and trademarks.
469    •  Social and cultural influences and issues. Examples include political climate,
470 codes of conduct, ethics, and perceptions.
471    •  Legal restrictions. Examples include country or local laws and regulations related
472 to security, data protection, business conduct, employment, and procurement.
473    •  Commercial databases. Examples include benchmarking results, standardized cost
474 estimating data, industry risk study information, and risk databases.
475    •  Academic research. Examples include industry studies, publications, and
476 benchmarking results.
477    •  Government or industry standards. Examples include regulatory agency regulations
478 and standards related to products, production, environment, quality, and workmanship.
479    •  Financial considerations. Examples include currency exchange rates, interest
480 rates, inflation rates, tariffs, and geographic location.
481    •  Physical environmental elements. Examples include working conditions, weather, and
482 constraints.
483

484 2.5.2 Organizational Process Assets

485 Organizational process assets (OPAs) are the plans, processes, policies, procedures, and
486 knowledge bases specific to and used by the performing organization. These assets
487 influence the management of the project. OPAs include any artifact, practice, or knowledge
488 from any or all of the performing organizations involved in the project. They can be used
489 to execute or govern the project. The OPAs also include the organization’s lessons learned
490 from previous projects and historical information. OPAs may include completed schedules,
491 risk data, and related data. Since OPAs are internal to the organization, project teams
492 update and add to the OPAs as necessary throughout the project.
493
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2.6 Project Management, Program Management, and Product Management

494 In today’s business world, the disciplines and domains of project management, program
495 management, and product management are becoming more interlinked. This is particularly
496 true with regard to digital and software-enabled products and services. While program
497 management and product management are beyond the scope of this standard, understanding
498 each domain and the relationships between them provides a useful context for projects
499 whose deliverables are products or services.
500
501 A product is a system, tangible object, or component that can be either a separate end
502 item or a component item. Product management involves the integration of people, data,
503 processes, and business systems to create, maintain, and develop a product or service
504 throughout its life cycle. The product life cycle is a series of phases that represent the
505 evolution of a product, from concept through delivery, growth, maturity, and to
506 retirement.
507
508 Product management may initiate projects or programs at any point in the product life
509 cycle to create or enhance specific components, functions, or capabilities (see Figure
510 2-4). The initial product may begin as a deliverable of a project or program. Throughout
511 its life cycle, a new project or program may add or improve functionality that creates
512 additional value for customers and sustains the benefits of the product or the sponsoring
513 organization. In some instances, a program may encompass the full life cycle of a product
514 or service to ensure that the product realizes intended business benefits and produces
515 value for the organization.
516

517

518
519 Figure 2-4. Project, Program, and Product Life Cycles
520
521 For digital products, which are products or services that are delivered, used, and stored
522 in an electronic format, organizations are using adaptable platforms to satisfy customer
523 needs. The platforms provide core functions such as inputting and processing data and
524 outputting information or results. Software components and features leverage those core
525 functions to deliver unique capabilities that meet customer needs, such as taking and
526 sharing photographs, facilitating business transactions, enabling networking with others,
527 and so forth. If organizations are mindful of their markets and trends and develop new
528 features and capabilities for delivery via a platform, they can sustain benefits
529 realization as long as the platform and capabilities continue to satisfy customers. These
530 digital products are often developed and managed using long-running, stable teams and
531 incremental funding models.
532
533 Product management may exist in different forms, including but not limited to:
534
535    •  Product management within a program. This approach incorporates related projects,
536 subsidiary programs, and program activities managed in a coordinated manner to obtain
537 benefits not available from managing them individually. In this case, a subsidiary program
538 continually produces new features and capabilities. A series of projects implements
539 platform enhancements and upgrades as needed. Finally, program activities capture and
540 analyze customer data to identify patterns of emerging needs.
541    •  Product management with a combined approach. This approach oversees development of
542 new features and capabilities as an ongoing business activity while chartering individual
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543 projects as needed to perform platform enhancements and upgrades or to produce other
544 unique results.
545
546 While product management is a separate discipline with its own body of knowledge, it
547 represents a key integration point with the Value Delivery System within the program
548 management and project management domains. Programs and projects with deliverables that
549 include products or digital products use a tailored and integrated approach that
550 incorporates all of the relevant bodies of knowledge and their related practices, methods,
551 artifacts, and so on.
552

553 3

554 Project Delivery Principles
555 Principles define the what and why of project management. Project delivery principles
556 guide the behavior and thinking of all who are involved in project delivery, so these
557 individuals can apply their efforts to achieve stronger outcomes.
558
559 Principles describe a fundamental truth, norm, or value. They are parameters within which
560 project professionals operate. These principles are not prescriptive. They are broadly
561 based concepts that enable individuals to envision and achieve alignment with the intent
562 of the principles while carrying out project work.
563
564 Twelve principles provide guidance for effective project management. The degree of
565 application of each principle is influenced by the context of the organization, the
566 project, deliverables, the team, stakeholders, and other factors. The principles are
567 listed here without any specific weighting or order and elaborated in the following
568 sections. The principles are:
569
570    •  Be a diligent, respectful, and caring steward.
571    •  Build a culture of accountability and respect.
572    •  Engage stakeholders to understand their interests and needs.
573    •  Focus on value.
574    •  Recognize and respond to systems’ interactions.
575    •  Motivate, influence, coach, and learn.
576    •  Tailor the delivery approach based on context.
577    •  Build quality into processes and results.
578    •  Address complexity using knowledge, experience, and learning.
579    •  Address opportunities and threats.
580    •  Be adaptable and resilient.
581    •  Enable change to achieve the envisioned future state.
582
583

584 3.1 Be a Diligent, Respectful, and Caring Steward

585

586 Being a steward entails acting responsibly to carry out activities with integrity, care,
587 and loyalty while maintaining compliance with internal and external regulations. Stewards
588 demonstrate a broad commitment to care for financial, social, and environmental resources.
589
590
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Stewardship has slightly different meanings and applications in different contexts. One
591 aspect of stewardship involves being entrusted with the care of something. Another aspect
592 focuses on the responsible planning, use, and management of resources. Yet another aspect
593 means upholding values and ethics.
594
595 Stewardship encompasses responsibilities both within and external to the organization.
596 Within the organization, stewardship includes:
597
598    •  Operating in alignment with the organization, its objectives, strategy, and
599 sustainment of its long-term value;
600    •  Respectful treatment and engagement of people throughout the organization,
601 including their compensation, access to opportunity, and fair treatment;
602    •  Diligent oversight of organizational finances and materials used within a project; and
603    •  For individuals in any leadership position, understanding the power and
604 responsibility associated with that role.
605
606 Stewardship outside the organization includes responsibilities in areas such as:
607
608    •  The organization’s impact on the natural environment and its use of materials and
609 natural resources; and
610    •  The organization’s relationship with external stakeholders such as its partners
611 and channels, as well as the community, country, and/or region in which it operates.
612
613 Stewardship reflects understanding and acceptance of trust as well as actions and
614 decisions that engender and sustain that trust. Stewards adhere to both implicit and
615 explicit duties. These may include the following:
616
617    •  Integrity. Stewards behave honestly and ethically in all engagements and
618 communications. Stewards hold themselves to the highest standards and reflect the values,
619 principles, and behaviors expected of those in their organization. Stewards serve as role
620 models, building trust by living and demonstrating personal and organizational values in
621 their engagements, work activities, and decisions. In the project delivery context, this
622 duty often requires stewards to speak truth to power; to challenge team members, peers,
623 and other stakeholders to consider their words and actions; and to be self-reflective and
624 open to feedback.
625    •  Care. Stewards are fiduciaries of the organizational matters in their charge, and
626 they diligently oversee those matters. They pay close attention to those matters and
627 exercise the same level of care over them as they would their personal matters. Care
628 relates to the internal business affairs of the organization, through organizational
629 policies and principles, and often encompasses care for the environment, sustainable use
630 of natural resources, and concern for the conditions of people across the planet.
631
632 Projects bring about changes that may have unanticipated or unwanted consequences. Project
633 management practitioners identify, analyze, and manage the potential downsides of project
634 outcomes to ensure stakeholders are aware and informed.
635
636 Duty of care includes creating a transparent working environment, open communication
637 channels, and opportunities for stakeholders to raise concerns without penalty or fear of
638 retribution.
639    •  Loyalty. Stewards represent themselves, their roles, their team and their
640 authority accurately, both inside and outside of the organization. This behavior ensures
641 that other people understand the degree to which an individual can commit resources, make
642 decisions, or approve something. Loyalty also ensures that individuals proactively
643 identify conflicts between their personal interests and those of their organization or
644 client. Such conflicts can undermine trust and confidence, result in unethical or illegal
645 behaviors, create confusion, or contribute to suboptimal results. Stewards protect
646 projects from such breaches of trust.
647    •  Compliance. Stewards comply with laws, rules, regulations, and requirements that
648 are properly authorized within or outside of their organization. Stewards ensure
649 compliance with guidelines intended to protect them, their organization, their
650 stakeholders, and the public at large. In instances where stewards face conflicting
651 guidelines or questions regarding whether or not actions or plans align with established
652 guidelines, stewards seek appropriate counsel and direction.
653
654 Stewardship prescribes leadership with transparency and trustworthiness. Projects affect
655 the lives of the people who deliver them as well as those who benefit from the project
656 deliverables and outcomes. Projects can have effects such as easing traffic congestion,
657
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producing new medications, or creating opportunities for people to interact. Those effects
658 may produce other, negative impacts and consequences, such as reduced green space, side
659 effects from medications, or disclosure of personal information. Project teams and their
660 organizational leaders carefully consider such factors and impacts so they can make
661 responsible decisions, balancing organizational and project objectives with being a good
662 corporate citizen.
663
664 Increasingly, organizations are taking a holistic approach to business that considers
665 financial, social, and environmental performance simultaneously instead of sequentially.
666 Since the world is connected now more than ever and has finite resources and a shared
667 environment, stewardship decisions extend beyond the project. These actions lead to good
668 global citizenship.
669

670 3.2 Build a Culture of Accountability and Respect

671

672 Project teams are made up of individuals who pool their collective skills, knowledge, and
673 experience. Teams that work collaboratively can accomplish a shared objective more
674 effectively and efficiently than can individuals working on their own.
675
676 Creating a collaborative team culture involves many contributing factors. Chief among them
677 are team agreements, structures, and processes. These factors create a culture that
678 enables individuals to work together and provide synergistic effects from interactions.
679
680    •  Team agreements. Establish behavioral parameters and secure individual commitments
681 to the group.
682    •  Structures. Represent an approach for organizing and coordinating individual
683 effort associated with the work that needs to be completed. Structure may be based on
684 roles, functions, or authority. An authority figure may formally impose a structure, or
685 team members may agree to a structure as they join the group.
686    •  Processes. Represent enablers for completing tasks and work assignments. For
687 example, project teams may agree to a decomposition process using a work breakdown
688 structure (WBS) or a backlog.
689
690 Project teams are influenced by the culture of the organizations involved in the project,
691 the nature of the project, and the environment in which they operate. Within these
692 influences, project teams establish their own cultures. Teams can tailor their structure
693 to best accomplish the project objective. Fostering an inclusive and collaborative
694 environment that is aligned with the organization’s values enables the team to achieve
695 project outcomes.
696
697 Teams exist within and maintain an awareness of organizational and professional cultures
698 within which the project resides. The team defines the desired team culture and sets
699 agreements with the aim of establishing a high-performing, integrated culture. This places
700 a greater value on visibly modeling beliefs, principles, and organizational values in
701 behaviors and actions. Even when cultural business norms are implicit rather than
702 explicit, they inform the project and therefore must be integrated into the project
703 culture. The responsibility of the team is to ensure that individual contribution,
704 behavior, and overall team actions align with and support stated organizational values.
705
706 Within project teams, specific tasks may be delegated to individuals or selected by team
707 members themselves. This includes the authority, accountability, and responsibility
708 related to tasks:
709
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710    •  Authority. Provides an individual or group with the right to make decisions,
711 establish procedures, and commit resources.
712    •  Accountability. The condition of being solely answerable for an outcome.
713 Accountability is not shared.
714    •  Responsibility. The condition of being obligated to do or fulfill something.
715 Responsibility can be shared.
716
717 Regardless of who is accountable or responsible for specific project work, a team that
718 embraces a culture of accountability takes ownership collectively of the project outcomes.
719
720 A diverse team can enrich the project environment by bringing together different
721 perspectives. The team can be comprised of internal organizational staff, contracted
722 contributors, volunteers, or external third parties, for example. Additionally, some team
723 members join the project on a short-term basis to work on a specific deliverable while
724 other members are assigned to the project on a longer-term basis. Integrating these
725 individuals with a project team can challenge everyone involved. A team culture of respect
726 allows for differences and finds ways to leverage them productively, rather than allowing
727 them to raise conflict.
728
729 Another aspect of accountability and respect is accommodating practice standards, ethical
730 codes, and other guidelines that are part of the professional work within the team and the
731 organization. Teams consider how these guides can support their efforts to avoid possible
732 conflict among the disciplines and the established guidelines they use.
733
734 Accountable and respectful team culture fosters the free exchange of information and
735 individual knowledge. This, in turn, maximizes shared learning and individual development
736 while delivering results. The team culture enables everyone to contribute their best
737 efforts to deliver the result and desired outcomes for an organization. The organization,
738 in turn, will benefit from deliverables and outcomes that respect and enhance its
739 fundamental values, principles, and culture.
740

741 3.3 Engage with Stakeholders to Understand Their Needs and Interests
742

743

744 Engage stakeholders proactively and to the degree needed to contribute to project success.
745
746 A stakeholder can be an individual, group, or organization. Stakeholders may affect, be
747 affected by, or perceive themselves to be affected by a decision, activity, or outcome of
748 a portfolio, program, or project. Stakeholders also directly or indirectly influence a
749 project, its performance, or outcome in either a positive or negative way.
750
751 Stakeholders can affect many aspects of the project and in certain ways, including but not
752 limited to:
753
754    •  Scope/requirements. By revealing the need to add, adjust, or remove elements of
755 the scope and/or requirements.
756    •  Schedule. By offering ideas to accelerate delivery or by slowing down key project
757 activities.
758    •  Cost. By helping to reduce or eliminate planned expenditures or by adding steps or
759 requirements that increase cost or require additional resources.
760    •  Team. By restricting or enabling access to people with the skills, knowledge, and
761 experience needed to deliver the right result.
762    •  Plans. By providing information for plans or by advocating for changes to agreed
763 activities, tasks, and work.
764    •  Outcomes. By enabling or blocking work or results required for the desired outcomes.
765    •  Culture. By establishing or influencing—or even defining—the level and character
766 of engagement of the project team and broader organization.
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767
768 Stakeholders may come and go throughout the life cycle of the project. Additionally, the
769 degree of a stakeholder’s interest or impact may change over time. Stakeholders,
770 especially those with a high degree of influence and who have an unfavorable view about a
771 project, need to be effectively engaged so that their interest, concerns, and rights are
772 understood. The project team can then address these concerns to help ensure a more
773 successful project outcome.
774
775 Therefore, project success comes from identifying, analyzing, and engaging with
776 stakeholders from the start to the end of the project.
777
778 Project teams engage stakeholders by understanding, considering, and responding to the
779 interests, needs, and opinions of stakeholders. Effective engagement and communication
780 includes determining how, when, how often, and under what circumstances stakeholders want
781 to be—and should be—engaged. Communication is a key part of engagement, but engagement
782 delves deeper to include awareness of the ideas of others, assimilation of other
783 perspectives, and collective shaping of a shared solution. Engagement means building and
784 maintaining solid relationships through frequent, two-way communication. It encourages
785 collaboration through interactive meetings, informal dialogue, and knowledge-sharing
786 activities.
787
788 Stakeholder engagement relies heavily on interpersonal skills, including initiative,
789 integrity, honesty, collaboration, respect, modesty, and confidence. These skills help
790 everyone adapt to the work and to each other, increasing the likelihood of success.
791
792 Engagement helps project teams detect, collect, and evaluate information, data, and
793 opinions. This creates shared understanding and alignment, which enables project outcomes.
794 Additionally, these activities help the team to tailor the project to identify, adjust,
795 and respond to changing circumstances in real time.
796
797 Project teams actively engage stakeholders throughout the project to mitigate potential
798 negative impacts. Stakeholder engagements also enable opportunities for stronger project
799 performance and outcomes. Finally, engaging stakeholders helps the team to find solutions
800 that may be more acceptable to a broader range of stakeholders.

801 3.4 Focus on Value

802

803 Continually evaluate and adjust project alignment to business objectives and intended
804 value.
805
806 Value, including value from the perspective of the customer, is the ultimate success
807 indicator and driver of projects. Value focuses on the outcome of the result, not only on
808 the result. The value of a project is often expressed as a financial contribution to the
809 sponsoring or receiving organization. Value may be a measure of public good achieved, for
810 example, social benefit or the customer’s perceived benefit from the project result. When
811 the project is a component of a program, the project’s contribution to program outcomes
812 can represent value.
813
814 A business case or similar artifact defines the rationale and desired outcome from project
815 work. A business case contains information about strategic alignment, assessment of risk
816 exposure, expected key performance measures, and alternative evaluations. The business
817 case may state the intended value contribution of the project outcome in qualitative or
818 quantitative terms, or both. The business case contains two supporting and interrelated
819 elements:
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820
821    •  Business need. Provides the rational basis for the project, explaining why the
822 project is undertaken. It provides details about the business objectives. The business
823 need may be intended for the performing organization, a client organization, a partnership
824 of organizations, or public welfare. A clear statement of the business need helps the
825 project team understand the business drivers. It also allows the team to identify
826 opportunities to increase the potential value from the project outcome.
827    •  Project justification. Connected to business need. It explains how the proposed
828 solution addresses the business need.
829
830 Together, the project justification and business need provide the team with information
831 that allows them to make informed decisions to meet or exceed the intended value.
832
833 Desired outcomes should be clearly established and updated throughout the project. During
834 its life cycle, a project undergoes change, and the team adapts in response. The team
835 continuously evaluates project progress and direction against the desired outcomes and
836 business case to ensure that the project remains aligned to the business case and will
837 deliver its intended outcomes. Alternatively, the business case is updated to capture an
838 opportunity identified by the project team. If the project is no longer aligned with the
839 business need or seems unlikely to provide the intended value, the organization may choose
840 to terminate the effort.
841
842 When value is expressed in financial terms, it is often based on the formula of benefit
843 minus cost. A realization of benefit in excess of invested expense is expressed as
844 positive value. The converse is expressed as negative value. However, benefit and cost
845 need not be limited to financial terms. The benefit may be some measure of social good,
846 organizational transformation, or attainment of an ethical standard. In these cases,
847 positive value may be a more subjective determination.
848
849 Within the context of some projects, project teams maximize value to the customer by
850 delivering the required functionality while using as few resources as possible. In other
851 words, the project should deliver only those features, capabilities, or specifications
852 needed to satisfy the customer while using only those resources for which the customer is
853 willing to pay.
854
855 To support value realization from projects, teams shift focus from deliverables to
856 outcomes. Doing so allows teams to deliver on the vision or purpose of the project, rather
857 than simply creating a specific deliverable. While the deliverable may support the
858 intended project benefit, it may not fully achieve the vision or purpose of the project.
859 For example, a customer may want a specific software solution because they think that the
860 solution resolves the business need for higher productivity. The software is the project
861 deliverable, but it does not by itself enable the productivity outcome that is intended.
862 In this case, training and coaching in use of the software can enable a better
863 productivity outcome. If the project fails to enable higher productivity, stakeholders may
864 feel that the project has failed. Thus, project teams and their stakeholders understand
865 both the deliverable and the intended outcome from the deliverable.
866
867 The value contribution of project work is often a long-term measure. Because value
868 contribution may be mixed with contributions from operational activities, it may be
869 difficult to isolate. While value is realized over time, project delivery processes can
870 enable early benefit realization. With efficient and effective implementation, teams may
871 demonstrate or achieve such outcomes as prioritized delivery, better customer service, or
872 an improved work environment. By working with organizational leaders who are responsible
873 for putting project deliverables into use, project leaders can ensure that the
874 deliverables are positioned to realize the planned outcomes.
875
876

877 3.5 Recognize and Respond to Systems’ Interactions
878
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879 Recognize, evaluate, and respond to the dynamic circumstances within and surrounding the
880 project in a holistic way to positively affect project performance.
881
882 A system is a set of interactive and interdependent components that function as a unified
883 whole. Taking a holistic view, a project is a multifaceted entity that exists in dynamic
884 circumstances, thus exhibiting the characteristics of a system. Project teams acknowledge
885 this holistic view of a project, seeing the project as a system with its own working
886 parts.
887
888 The project works within other, larger systems, and a project deliverable or result may
889 become part of a larger system to realize fully desired benefits. For example, projects
890 may be part of a program which, in turn, may also be part of a portfolio. These
891 interconnected structures are known as a system of systems. Project teams balance
892 inside/out and outside/in perspectives to support alignment across the system of systems.
893
894 The project may also have subsystems that are required to integrate effectively to deliver
895 the right result. For example, when individual project teams develop separate components
896 of a deliverable, all components should integrate effectively. This requires project teams
897 to interact and align subsystem work on a regular basis.
898
899 Systemic thinking also considers temporal elements of systems such as what the project
900 does or enables over time. For example, if project deliverables are released
901 incrementally, each increment expands the cumulative outcomes or capabilities of previous
902 versions. Project teams think past the end of the project to the operational state of the
903 project’s deliverable, so that intended outcomes are realized.
904
905 As projects unfold, internal and external conditions are continuously changing. A single
906 change can create several impacts. For example, on a large construction project, a change
907 in requirements can cause contractual changes with the primary contractor, subcontractor,
908 suppliers, or others. In turn, those changes can create an impact on project cost,
909 schedule, scope, and performance. Subsequently, these changes could invoke a change
910 control protocol for obtaining approvals from entities in external systems, such as the
911 service providers, regulators, financiers, and government authorities.
912
913 While it is possible to predict some of the changes in advance, many changes that can
914 impact the project during its life cycle emerge in real time. With systemic thinking,
915 including constant attention to internal and external conditions, the project team can
916 navigate a wide spectrum of changes and impacts to keep the project on track.
917
918 Systemic thinking also applies to how the team views itself and its interactions within
919 the project system. The project system brings together a diverse team engaged in working
920 for a common objective. This diversity brings value to teams, but teams need to consider
921 how to leverage those differences effectively, so that the team works cohesively. For
922 example, if a government agency contracts a private company for development of a new
923 technology, the development team may consist of members from both organizations. Those
924 team members may have assumptions, ways of working, and mental models related to how they
925 function within their home organization. In this new project system that combines the
926 cultures of a private company and a government agency, the team members can establish a
927 synthesized working environment. A common vision, language, and toolset will enable each
928 team member to engage and contribute effectively and help to ensure that the project
929 system works.
930
931 Because of the interactivity between systems, teams operate with awareness of and
932 vigilance toward changing system dynamics. The following skills support a systems view of
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933 the project:
934
935    •  Critical thinking with a “big picture” focus;
936    •  Challenging of assumptions and mental models;
937    •  Seeking external review and advice;
938    •  Use of integrated methods, artifacts, and practices so there is a “one team” view
939 of project work, deliverables, and outcomes;
940    •  Use of modeling and scenarios to envision how system dynamics may interact and react; and
941    •  Proactive management of the integration to ensure business results.
942
943 Recognizing and responding to system interactions can lead to the following positive
944 outcomes:
945
946    •  Early consideration of variation and risk within the project, exploration of
947 alternatives, and consideration of unintended consequences;
948    •  Ability to adjust assumptions, constraints, and plans throughout the project life cycle;
949    •  Provision of ongoing information and insights that inform planning and delivery;
950    •  Clear communication of plans and projections to relevant stakeholders;
951    •  Alignment of project goals and objectives to the larger organization’s goals,
952 objectives, and vision;
953    •  Ability to adjust to the changing needs of the end user, sponsor, or end receiver
954 of the project deliverable;
955    •  Ability to see synergies and savings between aligned projects or initiatives;
956    •  Ability to exploit opportunities not otherwise captured or see threats posed to
957 other projects or initiatives;
958    •  Clarity regarding the best project performance measurement indicators and their
959 influence on the behavior of the people involved in the project;
960    •  Decisions that benefit the organization as a whole; and
961    •  More comprehensive and informed identification of risks.
962
963

964 3.6 Motivate, Influence, Coach, and Learn

965

966 Demonstrate and adapt leadership behaviors to support individual and team needs.
967
968 Collaborative endeavors deliver stronger results. A team dynamic that prioritizes vision,
969 motivation, enthusiasm, encouragement, and empathy can support individuals and their
970 personal development. These traits are often associated with leadership. Leadership
971 comprises the talent, character, and behaviors to influence individuals inside and outside
972 the team toward the desired outcome.
973
974 Leadership is not exclusive to a role. Anyone working on a project can demonstrate
975 leadership. People use effective leadership traits, styles, and skills to help the team
976 perform and deliver the required results. Successful leadership enables someone to
977 influence, motivate, direct, and coach people under any condition. It also incorporates
978 characteristics derived from an organization’s culture and practices.
979
980 Leadership should not be confused with authority, which is the designation given to
981 individuals within an organization to foster overall effective and efficient function.
982 Authority is the right to exercise power. Authority is usually delegated to a person by
983 formal means such as a charter document or designated title. This person may then have a
984 role or position description that indicates their authority. Authority denotes
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985 accountability for certain activities, actions of individuals, or decision making in
986 certain circumstances. While individuals may use their authority to influence, motivate or
987 direct others, and even act when others do not perform or act as directed or requested,
988 this is not the same as leadership. For example, organizational executives may grant
989 someone the authority to form a team to deliver an outcome. However, authority alone is
990 insufficient. It takes leadership to motivate a group toward a common goal, influence them
991 to align their individual interests in favor of collective effort, and achieve success as
992 a team rather than as individuals.
993
994 Leaders draw from or combine elements of various styles of leadership. A given style
995 represents different blends of assertiveness and supportiveness. No one leadership style
996 is the universally best or recommended approach. Instead, effective leaders adapt their
997 style to a given situation. Factors that inform the right blend of leadership styles
998 include, but are not limited to, timeframe, delivery approach, and familiarity with the
999 task.
1000
1001 Leadership ability is not static. It can be learned and developed so that it becomes a
1002 professional asset to the individual and a benefit to the project. A project team member
1003 deepens leadership acumen by adding or practicing a combination of various skills or
1004 techniques. When needs and circumstances demand, effective leaders know when to shift
1005 between styles. They also leverage complementary leadership skills, including but not
1006 limited to:
1007
1008    •  Focusing a team around a common objective,
1009    •  Articulating a motivating vision for the project goals,
1010    •  Gaining support and resources for the project,
1011    •  Generating consensus on the best way forward,
1012    •  Removing obstacles to project progress,
1013    •  Negotiating and resolving conflict within the team and between the team and other
1014 stakeholders,
1015    •  Adapting communication style and messaging so that they are relevant to the audience,
1016    •  Coaching and mentoring fellow team members,
1017    •  Recognizing contributions and uplifting morale,
1018    •  Providing opportunities for skill growth and development,
1019    •  Facilitating collaborative decision making,
1020    •  Practicing active listening for effective conversations, and
1021    •  Empowering team members and delegating responsibilities to them.
1022
1023 Personal character matters in a leader. A person may have strong ability in leadership
1024 skills but may also be perceived as self-serving or untrustworthy. Effective leaders seek
1025 to be a role model in areas of honesty, integrity, and ethical conduct. Effective leaders
1026 focus on being transparent, behave unselfishly, and are able to ask for help. Effective
1027 leaders understand that team members scrutinize and emulate the values, ethics, and
1028 behaviors that leaders exhibit. Therefore, leaders have an additional responsibility to
1029 demonstrate expected behaviors through their actions.
1030
1031 Projects work best when leaders understand what motivates people. Project teams can thrive
1032 when team members use appropriate leadership traits, skills, and characteristics. Knowing
1033 how to best communicate with or motivate people, or take action when required, can help
1034 improve team performance and manage obstacles to project success. When practiced by more
1035 than one person on a project, leadership can foster shared responsibility toward the
1036 project goal, which can in turn foster a healthy and vibrant environment.
1037
1038 Effective leadership promotes project success and contributes to positive project
1039 outcomes. Teams, individual team members, and other stakeholders are engaged and supported
1040 throughout a well-led project. Each team member can focus on delivering results, using a
1041 common vision and working toward shared outcomes. Teams maintain an ethical and adaptable
1042 environment with effective leadership.
1043
1044 Additionally, business obligations can be fulfilled based on delegated responsibility and
1045 authority. Shared leadership does not undermine or diminish the role or authority of a
1046 leader designated by the organization, nor does it diminish the need for that leader to
1047 apply the right leadership style and skills at the right time.
1048
1049
1050

3.7 Tailor the Delivery Approach Based on Context
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1051

1052 Design the project delivery approach based on the context of the project, its objectives,
1053 stakeholders, and the environment using “just enough” process to achieve the desired
1054 outcome while maximizing value, managing cost, and enhancing speed.
1055
1056 Project success is based on adapting to the unique objectives, stakeholders, and
1057 complexity of the environment. Teams tailor the appropriate framework that will enable the
1058 flexibility to consistently produce results within the context of the life cycle. The
1059 business environment, team size, degree of uncertainty, and complexity of the project all
1060 factor into how frameworks are tailored. Project delivery systems can be tailored with a
1061 holistic perspective, including consideration of the interrelated complexities. Tailoring
1062 aims to maximize value, manage constraints, and improve performance by using “just enough”
1063 processes, methods, templates, and artifacts to achieve the desired outcome from the
1064 project.
1065
1066 The team discusses and decides on the delivery approach and resources required for
1067 producing results and outcomes on a project-by-project basis. This includes the selection
1068 of the processes to use, development approach, life cycle, methods, and artifacts needed
1069 to deliver the project outcomes. Tailoring decisions can be an implicit action of
1070 accepting an established methodology. Conversely, tailoring can be an explicit action of
1071 selecting and mixing specific elements to suit the unique characteristics of the project
1072 and the project environment. Tailoring is necessary to some degree in every project,
1073 because each project exists in a particular context.
1074
1075 Every project is unique, even when the deliverable of the project does not seem unique.
1076 This is because project contexts differ. For example, car models change frequently. Each
1077 model exists within a specific context. Context includes elements such as the team, the
1078 technology of the moment, the customer use of the product, and the sales channels for the
1079 product. Because the organization, its customers, its channels, and its environment are
1080 dynamic elements, the context for each new model of the car changes. Those changes and
1081 ongoing learning may cause project teams to use or develop different methods or approaches
1082 in pursuit of success. The team should examine the unique set of conditions for each
1083 project, so that they can determine the most appropriate methods of producing the desired
1084 result.
1085
1086 An existing methodology or common way of working also informs the way in which a project
1087 is tailored. A methodology is a system of practices, techniques, procedures, and rules
1088 used by those who work in a discipline. Project teams may be required to assume the
1089 methodology of the parent organization. That is, the team adopts a system of processes,
1090 governance, methods, and templates that provide guidance on how to run the project. While
1091 this provides a degree of consistency to projects within an organization, the methodology
1092 itself still needs tailoring to suit each project. Organizational policies and procedures
1093 prescribe authorized boundaries within which the team can tailor.
1094
1095 Teams also factor in the cost of project management processes to a project, for example
1096 costs associated with a team member’s time, materials, or other resources needed to use
1097 the processes, methods, or artifacts. Processes that are not tailored may add little value
1098 to project delivery or the outcomes while increasing cost and lengthening schedule.
1099 Tailoring the delivery approach along with appropriate processes, methods, and artifacts
1100 can help teams make decisions about process-related costs and the related value
1101 contribution to project outcomes.
1102
1103 In addition to deciding on how to tailor an approach, project teams communicate the
1104 tailoring decisions across the team. Each member of the project team is aware of the
1105 chosen methods and processes that relate to that person and their role.
1106
1107 Tailoring the project approach to suit the unique characteristics of the project and its
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1108 environment can contribute to a higher level of project performance and an increased
1109 probability of success. A tailored project approach can produce direct and indirect
1110 benefits to organizations, such as:
1111
1112    •  Deeper commitment from team members, because they took part in defining the approach;
1113    •  Customer-oriented focus, as the needs of the customer are an important influencing
1114 factor in the tailoring of the project; and
1115    •  More efficient use of project resources, as teams are conscious of the weight of
1116 project processes.
1117
1118 Tailoring projects can lead to the following positive outcomes:
1119
1120    •  Increased innovation, efficiency, and productivity;
1121    •  Lessons learned, so that improvements from a specific delivery approach can be
1122 shared and applied to future projects;
1123    •  Further improvement of an organization’s methodology, with new practices, methods,
1124 and artifacts;
1125    •  Discovery of improved outcomes, processes, or methods through experimentation; and
1126    •  Effective integration within multidisciplinary teams of methods and practices used
1127 to deliver project results.
1128
1129 Tailoring an approach is iterative in nature, and therefore is a constant process itself
1130 during the project life cycle. Teams collect feedback from all stakeholders on how the
1131 methods and tailored processes are working for them as the project progresses to evaluate
1132 their effectiveness.
1133
1134

1135 3.8 Build Quality into Processes and Results

1136

1137 Maintain a focus on quality that produces results that meet project objectives and aligns
1138 to the needs, uses, and acceptance requirements set forth by key stakeholders.
1139
1140 Quality is the degree to which a set of inherent characteristics of a product, service, or
1141 result fulfills the requirements. Additionally, quality refers to the ability to satisfy
1142 the customer’s stated or implied needs. The result of a project is measured for the
1143 quality of both the conformance to acceptance criteria and fitness for use.
1144
1145 Quality may have several different dimensions, including but not limited to the following:
1146
1147    •  Performance. Does the result function as the project stakeholders and team intended?
1148    •  Conformity. Is the result fit for use and does it meet the designated specifications?
1149    •  Reliability. Does the result produce consistent metrics each time it is performed
1150 or produced?
1151    •  Resilience. Is the result able to cope with unforeseen failures and quickly recover?
1152    •  Satisfaction. Does the result elicit positive feedback from users? This includes
1153 usability and user experience.
1154    •  Uniformity. Does the result show parity with other results produced in the same manner?
1155    •  Efficiency. Does the result produce the greatest output with the least amount of effort?
1156
1157 Project teams measure quality using metrics and acceptance criteria based on requirements.
1158 A requirement is a condition or capability that is necessary to be present in a product,
1159 service, or result to satisfy a business need. Requirements, either explicit or implicit,
1160 may come from stakeholders, a contract, organizational policies, standards, regulatory
1161 bodies, or a combination of these. Quality is closely linked to the product acceptance
1162 criteria as described in the statement of work or other design documents. These criteria
1163 should be validated as part of the acceptance process.
1164
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1165 Quality is also relevant to the project approaches and activities used to produce the
1166 project’s deliverable. While project teams evaluate the quality of a deliverable through
1167 inspection and testing, project activities and processes are assessed through reviews. In
1168 both instances, quality activities may focus on detection or prevention of errors and
1169 defects.
1170
1171 Project teams adapt their approach to ensure quality. For example, a customer may want or
1172 need more than can be delivered given financial or time constraints. In this case,
1173 requirements are prioritized so that key stakeholders can analyze the relative value of
1174 requirements against one another and make decisions. Prioritization helps stakeholders
1175 focus on the most critical requirements.
1176
1177 The objective of quality activities is to ensure that what is delivered meets the needs
1178 and objectives of the customer or end user. Taking the most straightforward path from
1179 start to finish minimizes the waste of resources and maximizes the probability of
1180 attaining the desired outcome. As a result, the following effects can be observed:
1181
1182    •  Project activities focus on moving the product, service, or deliverable quickly to
1183 the point of delivery.
1184    •  Project activities focus on preventing defects in the deliverable or identifying
1185 them early to avoid or reduce the need for rework and scrap.
1186
1187 The objective and high-level quality activities are the same whether dealing with an
1188 up-front, well-defined set of requirements or a set of requirements that are progressively
1189 elaborated and incrementally delivered.
1190
1191 Quality produces deliverables and outcomes that meet project objectives and that align to
1192 the needs, uses, and acceptance criteria expressed by the organization and relevant
1193 stakeholders. Close attention to quality in project processes and deliverables creates
1194 positive results, including:
1195
1196    •  Project results that are fit for use, as defined by acceptance criteria,
1197    •  Project deliverables that meet stakeholder expectations and business objectives,
1198    •  Project deliverables with few or no defects,
1199    •  Timely or expedited delivery,
1200    •  Enhanced cost control,
1201    •  Increased quality of product delivery,
1202    •  Reduced rework,
1203    •  Reduced customer complaints,
1204    •  Good supply chain integration,
1205    •  Improved productivity,
1206    •  Robust service delivery, and
1207    •  Improved decision making.
1208

1209 3.9 Address Complexity

1210

1211 Continually evaluate and address complex project elements so that approaches and plans can
1212 successfully navigate the project life cycle.
1213
1214 A project is a system of elements that interact with each other. The nature and number of
1215 the interactions determine the degree of complexity in a project. Complexity emerges from
1216 project elements, interactions between project elements, and interactions with other
1217 systems, such as the environment in which project work takes place. Addressing complexity
1218 is challenging because of the structure of the project system and the rate at which change
1219
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occurs. It can be neither managed nor controlled, but teams can address it.
1220
1221 Project teams often cannot foresee complexity because it is the result of many
1222 interactions such as risks, dependencies, events, or relations. Alternatively, a few
1223 causes may converge to produce a single complex effect, which makes isolating a specific
1224 cause of complexity difficult.
1225
1226 Within project delivery, complexity is a characteristic of the project system and the
1227 individual elements within the system. For example, complexity within a project may be
1228 amplified with a greater number or diversity of stakeholders, such as regulatory agencies,
1229 international financial institutions, multiple vendors, numerous specialty subcontractors,
1230 or local communities. These stakeholders can have a significant impact on the structural
1231 complexity of a project, both individually and collectively.
1232
1233 Among the many sources of complexity, the foremost are:
1234
1235    •  Human behavior. The interplay of conduct, demeanors, and attitudes of people.
1236 Human behavior also contributes to complexity by introducing elements of subjectivity.
1237    •  System behavior. The result of dynamic interdependencies within and among project
1238 elements. For example, the integration of different technology systems may cause threats
1239 that could impact project results and success. The interactions among components of the
1240 project system may lead to interconnected risk, create emerging or unforeseeable issues,
1241 and produce unclear and disproportional cause-and-effect relationships.
1242    •  Ambiguity. A state of being unclear, of not knowing what to expect, or how to
1243 comprehend a situation. Ambiguity can arise from having many options, yet a lack of
1244 clarity on the optimal choice. Unclear or misleading events, emerging issues, or
1245 subjective situations can also lead to ambiguity.
1246    •  Uncertainty. A lack of understanding and awareness of issues, events, paths to
1247 follow, or solutions to pursue. Uncertainty may increase and amplify issues, risks,
1248 behaviors, or situations which are internal and external to a project. Uncertainty
1249 includes unknown-unknowns, which are emerging factors that are completely outside of
1250 existing knowledge or experience.
1251
1252 Complexity may emerge and create an impact on the project at any point in its life cycle.
1253 It often surfaces in one of these areas:
1254
1255    •  Value. The value of project outcomes shifts as the external environment changes,
1256 stakeholder needs shift, scope evolves, schedules change, issues arise, and so forth. The
1257 expected value of the project results may increase or decrease or may be delivered earlier
1258 or later than originally expected. In extreme cases, the project may be cancelled because
1259 there is no longer enough value to justify the continued investment.
1260    •  Scope. In a complex environment, it is frequently impossible to define completely
1261 the project scope in its initial stages. As the project unfolds and the team learns more
1262 about the deliverable and the intended outcomes, the initial scope will likely undergo
1263 changes. Some changes may be disruptive, presenting the team with challenges in
1264 controlling both the project work and the relationships among stakeholders.
1265    •  Communications. Complexity can emerge from having many communication sources.
1266 These sources include communication in global, multisite projects; project teams or
1267 organizations that operate in diverse languages, cultures, or political structures;
1268 virtual teams; and the proliferation of professional and social communication channels.
1269    •  Stakeholders. Stakeholders introduce complexity in several ways. They often have
1270 competing interests on a project. Social and political stakeholder interactions may
1271 produce difficult conditions for the project team. Stakeholders may have strong and
1272 diverse opinions regarding processes and methods for managing the project. Some
1273 stakeholders may also leave the project along the way, and new stakeholders may introduce
1274 ideas different from those of the previous stakeholders.
1275    •  Risk. Complex conditions present an environment with an increased level of risk.
1276 This risk is associated with the individual causes of complexity and by the
1277 interdependencies among, and combinations of, a project’s identified risks. These risks
1278 can present opportunities or threats.
1279    •  Innovation and disruptive technologies. The speed of technological advancements,
1280 including the Internet of Things (IoT), artificial intelligence (AI), blockchain, and
1281 unknown unknowns, means that new and innovative solutions to problems and new ways of
1282 working arise continuously. These have the potential to help move the project toward a
1283 solution or to disrupt the project with more change and increased complexity.
1284
1285 Some types of projects are prone to higher levels of complexity than others. For example,
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1286 projects with lengthy durations may encounter complexity because much within and outside
1287 of the project may change as time passes. Complex elements may introduce additional
1288 interdependencies, which in turn may further increase the level of complexity within the
1289 project.
1290
1291 Project teams can identify elements of complexity throughout the project by constantly
1292 looking at the project system as well as its component parts for signs of complexity.
1293 Teams can also use a variety of methods to experiment and clarify requirements to help
1294 reduce complexity.
1295
1296 Knowledge of complex systems, experience from past project work, experimentation, and
1297 continuous learning related to system interaction lead to the project team’s increased
1298 ability to navigate complexity when it emerges. Understanding the layered nature of
1299 complexity and being vigilant for signs of it allows teams to adapt their approaches and
1300 plans to control any potential disruption to effective project delivery.
1301

1302 3.10 Address Opportunities and Threats

1303

1304 Consistently evaluate exposure to risk, both opportunities and threats, to harness
1305 positive change and minimize negative impacts to the project’s outcomes, thereby
1306 maximizing the value contribution of the project.
1307
1308 A risk is an event or condition that, if it occurs, can have a positive or negative effect
1309 on one or more objectives. Risks may or may not materialize in a project. Project teams
1310 identify and evaluate known and emergent risks, both within and outside of the project,
1311 early and throughout the life cycle.
1312
1313 Project teams aim to capture positive risks (opportunities) to the extent possible while
1314 decreasing the potential impact of negative risks (threats). Threats may result in issues
1315 such as delay, cost overrun, technical failure, performance shortfall, or loss of
1316 reputation. Opportunities can lead to benefits such as reduced time and cost, improved
1317 performance, increased market share, or enhanced reputation.
1318
1319 Teams also monitor the overall project risk. Overall project risk is the effect of
1320 uncertainty on the project as a whole. Overall risk arises from all sources of
1321 uncertainty, including individual risks, and represents the exposure of the stakeholders
1322 to the implications of variations in project outcome, both positive and negative.
1323 Management of overall project risk aims to keep project risk exposure within an acceptable
1324 range. Management strategies include reducing drivers of negative variation, promoting
1325 drivers of positive variation, and maximizing the probability of achieving overall project
1326 objectives.
1327
1328 Project teams assess an organization’s risk attitude, which is a function of risk appetite
1329 and risk threshold. They hold discussions with project stakeholders as the primary source
1330 of understanding these factors.
1331
1332    •  Risk attitude describes a disposition toward uncertainty, adopted explicitly or
1333 implicitly by individuals and groups, driven by perception, and evidenced by observable
1334 behavior.
1335    •  Risk appetite describes the degree of uncertainty an organization or individual is
1336 willing to accept in anticipation of a reward.
1337    •  Risk threshold is the measure of acceptable variation around an objective that
1338 reflects the risk appetite of the organization and stakeholders.
1339
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1340 These parameters for risk can prescribe how the project team navigates risk in a project.
1341 For example, as a result of a risk intervention, the team may identify an opportunity that
1342 could greatly increase the value of the project deliverable. However, the team assesses
1343 risk in the context of the organization’s culture to determine the probability of
1344 capturing value. Then the team considers the organization’s appetite for taking a risk,
1345 including how much change it is able or willing to tolerate. Consideration of the
1346 attitude, appetite, and threshold for risk can determine whether the risk presents a
1347 threat or an opportunity, whether or not to engage with the risk, and the proposed actions
1348 that the team would take in response.
1349
1350 Effective and appropriate risk responses can minimize individual threats, maximize
1351 individual opportunities, and reduce or optimize overall project risk exposure, depending
1352 on the risk. Project teams identify potential risk responses with the following
1353 characteristics in mind:
1354
1355    •  Appropriate for the significance of the risk,
1356    •  Cost-effective in meeting the challenge,
1357    •  Realistic within the project context,
1358    •  Agreed upon by all parties involved, and
1359    •  Assignable to a single individual.
1360
1361 Because projects are part of a system of systems, risks can exist within the enterprise,
1362 portfolio, program, and project. The project may be a component of a program in which the
1363 risk can potentially enhance or diminish benefits realization and, therefore, value. The
1364 project may be a component of a portfolio of related or unrelated work in which the risk
1365 can diminish or enhance overall value of the portfolio and realization of business
1366 objectives.
1367
1368 Organizations and project teams that rely on proactive risk evaluation and planning often
1369 find the effort to be less costly than simply reacting to issues when the risk
1370 materializes, and a proactive approach is proven to be more effective. Proactive risk
1371 analysis and response planning often maximize the value contribution of the project.
1372

1373 3.11 Be Adaptable and Resilient

1374

1375 Build adaptability and resilience into the organization’s and project team’s approaches to
1376 help the project accommodate change, recover from setbacks, and advance the work of the
1377 project.
1378
1379 Most projects encounter challenges or obstacles at some stage. The combined attributes of
1380 adaptability and resilience in the team’s approach to a project help to ensure that the
1381 project can accommodate impacts and thrive. Adaptability refers to the ability to respond
1382 to changing conditions. Resilience consists of two complementary traits: the ability to
1383 absorb impacts and the ability to recover quickly from a setback or failure. Both
1384 adaptability and resilience are essential characteristics for anyone working on project
1385 delivery.
1386
1387 A project rarely proceeds exactly as planned. Projects are influenced by internal and
1388 external factors—new requirements, issues, and stakeholder influence, for example. Some
1389 elements within a project may fail or fall short of expectation, requiring the team to
1390 regroup, rethink, and replan. On an infrastructure project, for example, a court decision
1391 during project execution could change designs and plans. In a technology project, a
1392 computerized model of the technology might show that the components work together
1393 properly, but the real-world application fails. In both cases, the project team has to
1394 address the situation in order to move the project forward. The view that projects should
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1395 hold firm to plans and commitments made during the early stages, even after new or
1396 unforeseen factors emerge, is untenable.
1397
1398 In a project environment, capabilities which support adaptability and resilience include:
1399
1400    •  Short feedback loops to adapt quickly,
1401    •  Continuous learning and improvement,
1402    •  A team with broad skill sets, coupled with individuals with extensive knowledge in
1403 each required skill area,
1404    •  Regular inspection and adaptation of project work to identify improvement opportunities,
1405    •  Diverse teams to capture a broad range of experiences,
1406    •  Open and transparent planning that engages internal and external stakeholders,
1407    •  Small-scale prototypes and experiments to test ideas and try new approaches,
1408    •  Ability to leverage new ways of thinking and working,
1409    •  Process design that balances speed and stability, and
1410    •  Open organizational conversations.
1411
1412 Envisioning outcomes rather than deliverables can engender a greater space for solutions,
1413 harnessing a better project result than the one originally planned. For example, a project
1414 team may find an alternative solution that would provide stronger outcomes than the
1415 original defined deliverable. While exploration of alternatives is usually the purview of
1416 the business case, technologies and other capabilities are evolving so rapidly that a
1417 solution could emerge at any time between completion of the business case and project
1418 closure. So-called emergent opportunities can arise during a project, and project teams
1419 might make a case to the project sponsor or product owner for capturing the opportunity.
1420 The project team should be prepared to adapt its plans and activities to take advantage of
1421 the opportunity, with the support of the project sponsor or product owner.
1422
1423 Unexpected changes and circumstances in a project system can also present opportunities.
1424 To optimize value delivery, teams should use problem-solving as well as a
1425 holistic-thinking approach to changes and unplanned events. When an unplanned event
1426 occurs, teams should look for potential positive outcomes that might be gained. For
1427 example, incorporating a change that occurs late in a project timeline could add
1428 competitive advantage to an outcome by being the first product in the market to offer the
1429 feature.
1430
1431 Building resilience and adaptability in project team members ensures that they can adapt
1432 to changing conditions inside and outside of the project. These capabilities keep teams
1433 focused on the desired outcome while providing some level of flexibility to adapt the
1434 delivery path. These characteristics also help teams learn and improve so that they can
1435 quickly recover from failures or setbacks and continue making progress toward delivering
1436 results.
1437

1438 3.12 Enable Change to Achieve the Envisioned Future State

1439

1440 Prepare those impacted for the adoption and sustainment of new and different behaviors and
1441 processes required for the transition from the current state to the intended future state
1442 created by the project outcomes.
1443
1444 Remaining relevant in the today’s business environment is a fundamental challenge for all
1445 organizations. Relevance entails being responsive to customer needs and desires. This
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1446 requires continually evaluating offerings for the benefit of customers, rapidly responding
1447 to changes, and acting as agents for change. Project delivery professionals are uniquely
1448 poised to keep an organization relevant. Projects, by their very definition, create
1449 something new: they are agents of change.
1450
1451 Change management, or enablement, is a comprehensive, cyclic, and structured approach for
1452 transitioning individuals, groups, and organizations from a current state to a future
1453 state in which they realize desired benefits. It is different from project change control,
1454 which is a process whereby modifications to documents, deliverables, or baselines
1455 associated with the project are identified and documented, and then are approved or
1456 rejected.
1457
1458 Change in an organization can originate from internal sources, such as the need for a new
1459 capability or in response to a performance gap. Change also can originate from external
1460 sources such as technological advances, demographic changes, or socioeconomic pressures.
1461 Any type of change involves some level of adaptability or assimilation by the group
1462 experiencing it.
1463
1464 Change is implemented by and has consequences for stakeholders, and project teams must
1465 consider the human impact of change on stakeholders. For example, the application of a
1466 project deliverable—a modified process, a new product, a change to service—requires one or
1467 more stakeholders to change or adapt in some way. Enabling stakeholder change is part of
1468 ensuring that the project delivers the required result as well as the intended outcome.
1469
1470 Enabling change in an organization can be challenging. People may seem inherently
1471 resistant to change, or risk averse, and environments may display a conservative culture,
1472 among other reasons. Effective change management uses a motivational strategy rather than
1473 a forceful one. Engagement and two-way communication create an environment in which
1474 adoption and assimilation of change can occur.
1475
1476 Project team members can work with relevant stakeholders to address change resistance,
1477 change fatigue, and change absorption and ensure that change will be adopted or
1478 assimilated successfully by customers or recipients of project results. This includes
1479 communicating the vision and goals associated with the change early in the project to
1480 achieve buy-in for the change. The benefits of the change and the impact to work processes
1481 should be communicated with all levels of the organization throughout the project.
1482
1483 It is also important to adapt the speed of change to the ability of the stakeholders and
1484 the environment to assimilate change. Attempting to create too many changes in too short a
1485 time can lead to resistance because of change saturation. Even when stakeholders
1486 unanimously agree that change will produce exponentially more value or enhance outcomes,
1487 they often still have difficulty working through the actions that will deliver enhanced
1488 benefits.
1489
1490 Recognizing and addressing the needs of stakeholders to embrace the need for change
1491 throughout the life cycle helps to ensure that the resulting change integration is
1492 included in the project work and leads to successful outcomes.


